Abstract. Commemoration is a theme to which historians are paying increasing attention, especially to its manifestations in the twentieth century and in relation to war. The formal remembrance of science is an important historical phenomenon, which demands approaches that take account of its distinctive and highly complex relationships with public life. Over the last four hundred years, peer groups and specialized institutions have sought to celebrate selected achievements and to bring those achievements to wider audiences. This address discusses some of the devices and ideas by means of which innovations were turned into cultural items that could be disseminated. Such items included portraits and monuments. As its main examples, the address uses Edward Jenner and vaccination, and the marking of anniversaries.
Two aspects of much recent work on commemoration are striking to me. First, it pays greatest attention to the twentieth century, in other words to responses to events still within living memory, and which have been and still are being explored in many cultural forms, such as poetry, film, novels and so on. I think this emphasis has been unfortunate because it reinforces a particular kind of modernism, one that, to take its most obvious aspects, sees the First World War as a special turning point and assumes the fresh significance of memory for a psychoanalytic age.' One result is a neglect of a longer view, and possibly also of historiographical styles capable of drawing together the ideas of those working on different periods ; it is as if the world of relics and the world of shell shock demand totally different conceptual frameworks. Yet the very notion of a relic and its accompanying mindset, which place a kind of magic in a restricted number of objects, is clearly central for recent science and its public faces. However historically specific forms of remembrance are, there is much to be gained by more openness to insights and approaches from diverse periods. Second, recent work on commemoration is, I think, implicitly struggling with ways of understanding public, mass cultures. ' Public ' is a notoriously difficult term regardless of the discipline in which it is used, and some kinds of commemoration appear to give access to it in a rather straightforward way. The concern with memorials connected with the two world wars is an excellent example, but it is not necessarily sound to think about all kinds of public commemoration in the same way. What might we mean by ' public ' in this context ? Out in the open, widely accessible, addressing large, even implicitly universal audiences, expressing shared values, drawing upon a recognized collectivity of some sort would all seem to be important elements.( It goes without saying that the tangible forms of remembrance are extraordinarily diverse. They range from the large and conspicuous, Lutyens's Cenotaph unveiled in London in 1920, for example, through highly conventionalized forms, such as busts and statues, to the mundane, such as street names.) The mundane would also include Bath Oliver biscuits, named after the eighteenth-century Bath physician, an example that certainly challenges concepts of ' public '.* Also in this category are banknotes,"! and promotional items such as Sainsbury's ' Makers of the Millennium ', a series of ' medals ' that included figures such 7 ' Public ' is also about government and the institutions of the state. My concern here, however, is with widely accessible forms of cultural display, a related but separable issue. Readers should note that I am not assuming the existence of a separate ' public sphere' ; see note 11 below. as James Watt. In order to explore what, if anything, is distinctive about the remembrance of science, I want to probe a little further some aspects of the notion of ' public '."" Most of us have grown up with war memorials as unremarked parts of the ordinary environment."# At the same time we have been surrounded by family memories, films, stories, books, poetry and so on about the two world wars which provide some sense of context, however invented, and which can be drawn upon as and when required. I could put the same point a bit differently by noting that these wars involved, in one form or another, virtually everybody. It is possible to visit many of the key sites (battlefields and war cemetaries), and related issues (guilt and reparation) constantly arise in the media. Opinions on these wars differ dramatically, but there are nonetheless received ways of remembering them that few openly dissent from and many are drawn into through accumulated emotional tugs. The ubiquitous use of the poppy to evoke the First World War and the obligation felt by most Britons to buy one every November make the point. Thus by many means ' history ', ' commemoration ' and ' time ', if I can use these concepts as shorthand, seep into public culture."$ To illustrate these themes I have used phenomena, the two world wars, the reach of which was both wide and deep. My concern here, however, is specifically with the remembrance of science, which could not be more different. These differences emerge more clearly in comparisons with other forms of remembrance.
The production of scientific knowledge is not accomplished through mass participation. The practice of science, medicine and technology has, for at least two hundred years, involved specialized training, equipment, infrastructure and settings. Such activities are, necessarily, infused with the social relations and value systems of their parent society, but they remain in significant ways set apart from ordinary existence. I am not assuming any rigid distinction between the production and deployment of knowledge in pointing out that some forms of remembrance depend on the lived experience of significant swathes of the population, while others relate to activities that are considerably more esoteric. Whatever their ultimate effect on social life, scientific domains are not integrated into most people's experience, awareness of them is not transmitted in quotidian intimate relationships, they are evident in a rather restricted proportion of cultural products and there is little public access to the places where they are practised. Science is commemorated in a sporadic fashion, almost totally out of context ; what results is the ' remembrance ' of an activity which is, increasingly, almost totally mysterious to the general public. Is it not a little ironic to publicly celebrate something that certainly impacts upon the masses but from which in a number of significant ways they are estranged ? Thus the knowingly naive questions I posed above really do need to be asked here : why remember, and why anniversaries ?
These issues have never been more pertinent than they are now when the British scientific and medical establishments are promoting the ' public understanding ' of their field. The resources being poured into such activities are very considerable, but they do not involve informing the public about the processes whereby knowledge is produced. Rather, they promote key ideas, achievements, techniques and innovations as worthy of, among other things, celebration. This is partly accomplished by glamourizing them, by creating cultural items that are easily disseminated in order to induce in those not involved in the production of such knowledge a sense of gratitude and admiration, perhaps even of awe. As I shall suggest, the remembrance of science involves precisely such maneouvres.
I discuss these questions using selected examples, principally Edward Jenner (1749-1823). The jolly, unpretentious country surgeon, whose ' great discovery ' was vaccination, is a particularly interesting case study in scientific and medical heroism and its commemoration."% Given his extraordinary prestige in his own time and his unique historical position as the ' discoverer ' or ' inventor ' of a technique that eventually (in 1979 or 1980 according to which authority is cited), did eradicate the terrible disease of smallpox, surprisingly little of a scholarly nature has been written about Jenner. Yet from 1796, when he performed his first experiment on vaccination, he was repeatedly celebrated and commemorated in objects, exhibitions, meetings, texts and so on. Remembering Jenner involved giving historical accounts, activating a sense of his achievement by tangible means, marking key dates such as his birth and death, and keeping his relevance alive. It is perfectly clear that remembering also involves acknowledging how much worse things were before, so that progress can be repeatedly affirmed -in effect this is a claim about the lessons of history."& Such remembrance involved, in other words, time, history and commemoration. And, although a surgeon, Jenner was of broad significance for ' science ', since he was understood as an observer and experimenter."' At this juncture I want to make clear how I am using the term ' science '. The British Society for the History of Science is conceived as a broad church, thus in this context ' science ' may be taken to include natural history, the biological and physical sciences, mathematics, applied sciences, such as engineering, and medicine. However, all these fields have to be used and defined by scholars according to context. We try to understand actors' categories and this involves being attentive both to the ways in which broad terms, such as ' science ', have been invoked, and to the changing and varied terminology used of more delimited domains. Jenner, for example, was a medical practitioner with strong interests in natural history. Although he was a surgeon, he was also claimed by physicians. His innovation was taken to be broadly scientific in that it consisted of a method that had been tested experimentally and thereby refined. Indeed it was perceived as an exceptional intellectual advance. We are attentive to historical changes in the names of domains of natural knowledge precisely because these are laden with assumptions about how the world should be divided up and the manner in which it should be approached. Terminology changes according to context : there have been times when the lineage of a specific discipline has been affirmed -Boyle as the father of chemistry, for example -and others when the general value of an innovation is paramount. In the latter cases, more generic claims about intellectual, scientific or medical value are appropriate.
It is important to be explicit about the fact that I am thinking of a particular period in talking about the remembrance of science past. I have in mind the era from the late seventeenth century to the present day."( With respect to this theme it forms a natural period, which is to say that continuous traditions of recognition and commemoration were established over that time for a wide range of scientific, technological and medical activities. Since the word scientist was coined in the 1830s, for much of this period there was no single word for the range of people actually commemorated. Varied descriptions of occupation and achievement were used, and the rather unspecific ' man of science ' was a fairly common term. In terms of public recognition, those accorded most were associated with particular innovations, ideas or discoveries, and I would suggest that, by that token, they were celebrated for an intellectual leap. If such a leap was not readily apparent in the work of someone whom it was otherwise important to commemorate, then it or something very like it had to be fashioned. Such leaps became useful cultural currency that enabled specialized communities to celebrate their own and bring their achievements to larger audiences. These devices were important because, as I have already pointed out, the actual production of scientific and medical knowledge is somewhat distanced from the majority of the population, who may be dramatically affected by it but have virtually no involvement in it. I would further argue that this is not a new phenomenon, despite the fact that the processes by which such knowledge is produced have indeed changed markedly since the late seventeenth century. Because of this distance, public recognition of scientific and medical achievement can only take place if bridges are built. These take the form of tags, flexible cultural units if you like, that can easily be assimilated and disseminated in a variety of forms. These units have to have a human dimension, hence the interest in representations of the people who actually do the achieving, and perhaps also in aspects of them, such as birthdays, which they share with all other human beings and by that token invite identification.
In Jenner's case, all this came ready-made, as it were, and it consisted of four interrelated elements : the cow, a single terrible disease, the idea of efficacy and humanitarianism. The existence and effective employment of such tags perhaps accounts, at least in part, for the rapid and phenomenal rise in Jenner's reputation, and for the speedy dissemination of vaccination. They also played a part in the bitter conflicts it aroused. The discovery of something that can be treated as a unitary phenomenon and associated with an individual person is an effective bridge between a specialized endeavour and wider publics. Note that I have not made much of Jenner's personal characteristics. Although there were traits and forms of behaviour that would generally have been regarded as unacceptable by fellow practitioners, by and large anyone could be turned into a scientific or medical hero if necessary. It would be mistaken to think that there was a rigid set of criteria already in existence. Rather, aspects of an individual were selected and molded -we might say that this was the original form of spin-doctoring, which is particularly evident in biographical accounts.
The celebration of technological achievement, at any rate in some of its forms, would seem to work slightly differently in that there is more often a physical object to do some of this cultural work. For example, we could cite in accounts of James Watt the constant interplay between him and his engine as objects inspiring awe and identification.") Joseph Wright of Derby's magnificent 1789-90 portrait of Sir Richard Arkwright, with its precise depiction of a set of cotton-spinning rollers, is another case in point."* In the case of Jenner, objects could be found to do such jobs, but they tended to be rather special kinds of object, mostly non-scientific ones.
So if science was not a mass phenomenon, who did the remembering ? Institutions played a major role here : their collections of portraits, books, instruments and specimens acted as memory-prompts, so did many of their publications, collective activities, buildings and named lectures.#! But often it was through personal networks that effective forms of commemoration were forged. There is ample evidence of the involvement of coteries working to ensure that their particular hero, for want of a better term, received adequate recognition, and in so doing they generally claimed to be speaking on behalf of larger constituencies. Examples that spring to mind include Isaac Newton, John Hunter, Edward Jenner and Charles Darwin.#" In the process such coteries defined their own identities, which were ' backward-looking ' and ' forward-looking ' simultaneously.
Remembrance takes many forms, and especially within defined groups, its expression is, ideally, apt for that particular community's concerns. So when John Coakley Lettsom (Figure 1 ) -one of Jenner's bulldogs -presented his ideas on the history of medicine to the Medical Society of London, a body he helped to found, the match between his agenda and theirs was quite snug.## He could assume a certain acquaintance with classical sources, with accounts of travels and with what we would call modern history among his fellow medical practitioners. Lettsom owned a library of some six thousand volumes, and he adorned it with the busts of relevant worthies, so that his reading and his remembrance of the past went hand in hand. For Lettsom, as for so many of his contemporaries who were medical practitioners, the past was very much alive.#$ But there is a complexity lurking here. The groups of practitioners in, say, the eighteenth century, who were remembering the past in order to think about the present and the future of their own fields, inhabited a somewhat different memory world to ours. The relationships between the practice of science and the writing of its histories have undergone significant shifts as the latter became a separate, highly specialized activity in its own right. Although some historians of science and medicine have received training in those areas, if they earn a living from doing history they probably no longer think of themselves as scientists or doctors but as historians -the patterns of identification have changed. As I have suggested elsewhere, we can think of this in terms of dead pasts and various kinds of living pasts -for most practitioners of science, medicine and technology in the twenty-first century, the past is either dead or moribund, for their equivalents in the eighteenth century it was alive and kicking.#% Again, there are many distinct ways in which the past can be alive for its practitioners, which vary from time to time, from field to field.
The themes I have been sketching out so far can be seen in three broad forms of remembrance : the writing of histories, portraiture practices and public monuments. Practitioners paid a great deal of attention during the eighteenth century to the generation of historical accounts of their chosen fields. We are now familiar with the complex politics behind John Freind's History of Physic (1725-6) thanks to Julian Martin's splendid article, which examines this Tory, Jacobite Newtonian's account of the medical past. Recounting the history of medicine was for Freind, as for so many others, a form of selective memory, where the past was deployed for totally contemporary purposes. Although a Jacobite and a Tory, Freind was close to fellow Newtonian Richard Mead, a dissenting liberal Whig, for whom the writing of history was also a highly charged activity. When Mead wrote about Roman coins he was exploring the status of Roman medical practitioners, and thinking about the antecedents of his own profession. When he wrote about diseases in the Bible he was thinking about contemporary debates concerning miracles, the regularity of natural laws and the precise conditions under which God was prepared to suspend them -all hot topics for natural philosophers, especially Newtonians, and also for theologians.#& He was also thinking about the treatment of hysteria. When Mead gave a bust of William Harvey to the College of Physicians he was also being a historian, of his own calling and of the institution in question. The bust is now prominently displayed in the entrance hall of Denys Lasdun's splendid building of 1959 on Regent's Park, London, which allows these historical resonances full expression. Even if we restrict ourselves to medicine, it is striking how the conspicuous display of historical knowledge used a highly selective form of memory, as well as the measurement and naming of epochs, to do contemporary business.#' The many histories of smallpox and of inoculation techniques were also doing just this.#( Histories were not the only form of publication that served a commemorative function for men of science and medical practitioners. The growing interest in biography is a notable feature of the eighteenth century ; it is evident in the magazines that published short biographical notices, often accompanied by a portrait, as well as in the compilations of lives that started to appear by the end of the century. Portraits, even more than biographies, provided an immediate sense of what a given practitioner was like. The term ' portraits ' embraces a great deal not just in terms of size and medium but in terms of the purposes and the circumstances of their making.#) Those associated with scientific and medical institutions are especially relevant to my concerns here. The exceptional significance of Joshua Reynolds's portrait of John Hunter for the Royal College of Surgeons in London is an excellent example. A highly inventive portrait, it is a visual reminder of Hunter as a comparative anatomist, as a distinguished point of origin of a field and as a collector whose possessions sit at the centre of the building where the picture hangs, a building filled with items reminiscent of him. The associations, the symbols, happen to be particularly obvious in this case, but the phenomenon is widespread. There are two main reasons for the centrality of institutions in medical and scientific portraiture. Where buildings exist, which is in most cases, there are opportunities for display, and the point about display is not that it involves showing off but that the portraits on display become a feature of the daily life of those who work in or visit the institution. As a result of repeated viewing, images and their associations are internalized. Whereas anyone can see a public war memorial, few members of the general public enter specialized scientific and medical institutions, so the audiences for their portraits are quite select. Yet they are also diverse -often the service and support staff show a special interest in such items. Images of illustrious forebears and contemporaries readily become incorporated into the visual repertoires of peer groups. The other reason for the significance of portraits in institutions is that the latter are in the business of more or less knowingly generating and cultivating corporate identities. They do so partly through their portraits, which form series and lineages, the professional equivalents of family trees, where the depiction of any given individual can be ' read ' in relation to others. Such readings do indeed require specialized, insider knowledge. The whole purpose of portraits is to fix what is taken to be a likeness for contemporary reverence, for posterity and for those who are geographically distant from the sitter, as was the case of Jenner's admirer John Reyss. Once a template exists, many different versions can be generated, such as prints, wax medallions, busts, medals, statues, frontispieces and so on. We should remind ourselves once again how different the uses of these various forms are, from intimate recollection to conspicuous displays of individual or collective achievement. These diverse uses also suggest varied audiences. It should be noted that the uses of portraiture are inseparable from practices of collecting, broadly defined to include business ventures aimed at collectors and institutions collecting on behalf of a nation. We can note the commercial production of series of scientific and medical worthies expressly designed to be put together and of single prints that could be used in a variety of ways, the existence of individual collectors with special interests and the operation of organizations such as the portrait galleries in London and Edinburgh. Expressly designed to honour national achievement, these galleries include many scientific, technological and medical figures, but they do so in a context that is totally different from, say, the Royal Society.
Before turning to the third form of remembrance, I would like to consider briefly the ways in which time is registered in portraits. As historians we are familiar with the ways in which it comes up in the practice of history, with the construction of chronologies, with causal explanation, with reconstructing processes, with the varied paces of different types of change and so on. But portraits, items of visual culture, work with time in their own ways. As works of art, portraits register ' time ' in every aspect of their production from ' style ' to the type of paint used. That is, their moment of production is made manifest visually. But, in addition, they work with time as an idea, and they do so in three ways. Three examples suggest different ways in which this occurs. First, some portraits evoke earlier epochs as a guiding presence, by archaic clothing and objects, or the presence of classical busts and motifs. Second, it is possible either to omit accoutrements altogether or to deploy visual devices that have become conventionalized and so efface historical specificity -drapery, or ' generalized ' tables and chairs, for example. Third, the inclusion of completely contemporary accoutrements suggest a quite specific time. These are three different models of portraiture : associating the sitter with a past, taking them out of precise time and placing them inside a particular moment.#* Although we can never be sure how 29 Examples of these types may be found in Jordanova, op. cit. (2), 17 (Cullen with a classical bust) ; 78, 149 and 151 (Havelock Ellis, Henry de la Beche and Clive Riviere out of time) ; 126, 137 and 143 (Marie Curie, Olga Kennard and Ada Lovelace in specific times). The third type is perhaps the least common, presumably because the terms of portraiture as a genre include generalizing and elevating sitters, which are more easily accomplished if they are not tied to a particular historical moment by accoutrements, settings, hair or clothing. portraits were read in the past, it is worth pointing out that they involve far more than a likeness. In fact they work in a subtle manner to elicit viewers' ideas about commemoration, time and the nature of scientific achievement.
The term ' public monuments ', my third form of remembrance, needs to be interpreted rather liberally. We certainly should be thinking about the conventional forms of public commemoration to which historians have been so attentive in recent years : public statues, tombs and memorials, for example. We might also want to think, particularly in relation to cities such as Paris and London, of street names and blue plaques respectively.$! In this category I want to include museums, which, together with their retail activities, have become the most prominent public monuments to science that we have. They certainly commemorate and celebrate, they attract large numbers of visitors and enjoy considerable prestige, they attract sponsorship from huge companies, many of them multinationals, and convey the values of the science and industry establishments to people, many of them children, who have little relevant knowledge. In other words, these ' cathedrals of science ' are now powerful institutions that mediate between specialists and the general public. Their scope and ambition are indeed monumental -their design suggests as much -and in their intricate blend of past, present and future they prompt, with considerable authority, remembrance of science past.$" At this point I want to return to my case study of Edward Jenner with these ideas in mind. More particularly, I want to come back to John Reyss's request. His original letter had been written in Latin, and a translation was read aloud on the occasion of a special gathering of the Jennerian Institution in London. This organization had a troubled history and ceased to exist not long after that particular meeting. It had been formed early in 1803 and received considerable royal and aristocratic support. Its anniversary was celebrated on 17 May, Jenner's birthday. Jenner's age was clearly not the issue, rather it was a specific form of homage to have the anniversary meeting on his birthday. Furthermore, reading Reyss's letter aloud created, or perhaps I should say reinforced and affirmed, the merit of a community that existed because of the work of one man. This suggests that commemoration was an important part of scientific and medical cultures as these were actually being formed. The point is all the more important since both the practice of vaccination and this society in particular were riven with conflict ; the intention may have been to use Jenner as a unifying figure, but it did not always work. Commemoration was frequently important because it occurred in the face of countervailing forces, which had to be marginalized, denied or crushed.
There is more to the story. In Baron's words, ' [Reyss] complimented Jenner highly on his discovery ; [and] sent him a richly embossed silver cup, which had belonged to a person of the name of JENNER '. Baron then records Jenner's speech of thanks, which included the following : My native country has complimented me with some very elegant plate ; but there is not a piece among it I set so high a value upon as the curious antique cup you have presented to me, and which has probably graced the table of those who sprang from the same stock as myself.$# These comments are revealing. Although Jenner's followers stressed his becoming modesty, these words suggest someone acutely aware of their public image. The hint, made much more explicit elsewhere, that his native country had not been sufficiently generous, is striking. The two parliamentary grants Jenner received were frequently cited, but equally his supporters were anxious for more public recognition and accordingly they were fond of reciting a roll-call of international honours. Indeed it is true that subscriptions for two of the statues, one in Gloucester Cathedral and the other originally in Trafalgar Square, were much slower than expected, and in the latter case most of the money came from abroad. Although erected in Trafalgar Square, it was soon moved to the less conspicuous and prestigious location of Kensington Gardens, and Trafalgar Square was dominated by political and military figures.$$ Jenner's speech of thanks further made it clear that he valued such marks of esteem, and that he felt the pride of lineage associated with his name.
The story involving John Reyss hinged on the capacity of objects to carry the specialness of an individual. It should come as no surprise that there were several public exhibitions of Jenneriana towards the end of the nineteenth century and in the early twentieth century. Indeed sometimes these items were referred to as relics. It was a diverse collection, eventually purchased by Sir Henry Wellcome, including manuscripts, books, portraits, objects, such as medical instruments, and memorabilia.$% How do these items work ? Provenance is absolutely vital for establishing their significance since visual inspection alone would not suffice. Jenner's snuffbox or spectacles, for example, look no different to those of his contemporaries. When visiting an exhibition we have no choice but to take on trust that these are the very ones he owned and used. And the more objects with an impeccable pedigree can be displayed together, the greater is the sense of historical authenticity that can be experienced. Items such as letters, wills and other documents function rather differently in that visitors can discern some kind of direct meaning from the words, although their status as the genuine article rather than forgeries or copies also has to be taken on trust. But a further leap has to be made : seeing the objects themselves as holding something of their owner or creator within them. The way portraits function is analogous in that we have to concede the (physical) likeness is eloquent about the (character of the) person depicted in order for the picture to be of special value. We have already seen this at work in Jenner's case -Reyss wanted the cloth because it could hold, express or represent Jenner's specialness.
Portraits of Edward Jenner have been widely disseminated, and they continue to be, not only in items such as the commemorative stamp issued in 1999, but also in artefacts (keyrings, bookmarks) produced for and sold by the Jenner Museum in Berkeley, Gloucestershire, which is located in Jenner's own house. After the German medal produced in 1796, the first recorded portrait of Jenner is the lovely pastel executed in 1800 by John Raphael Smith, which has spawned a remarkable number of derivatives, initially in print form (Figure 2) , and more recently in the form, for example, of a cheap mug on sale at the Jenner Museum (Figure 3 ).$& If we probe Smith's image a little, three features become apparent. First, it is a country scene ; although Jenner spent time in London, he preferred a more countrified existence. He evidently was, and was frequently represented as being, a man who enjoyed the country life available to the gentry. Second, the scene includes cows and dairymaids, which extends the information given about Jenner's activities, while providing further symbols, especially the cow. Third, Jenner himself is in country squire mode ; leaning back on a tree, he looks confident, as if he is about to leap into the saddle -he was particularly fond of riding and rustic jollities. He is not depicted as learned or intellectual.
Shortly after Smith's portrait was produced, James Northcote, who had been a pupil and prote! ge! of Sir Joshua Reynolds, painted Jenner twice. One canvas is in the National Portrait Gallery in London, the other is in Plymouth and belongs to the Medical Society. The prime movers behind the Plymouth picture were men with a passionate enthusiasm for Jenner and his technique, and in one case, strong personal ties as well. It is noteworthy that they commissioned Northcote, who, like Reynolds, came from the Plymouth area, to paint a portrait of Jenner to indicate their support for his work. The elaborate frame records the name of the main benefactor, and thus the commemoration is not just of Jenner himself but of both the patrons and the institution. Prints were derived from both the Northcote portraits, and both contain specific indicators of Jenner's distinctive achievements. But he is represented in a mode quite different from that of the Smith portrait ; here Jenner is the man of learning, inside. There were other portraits in oils, for example by Sir Thomas Lawrence and by William Armfield Hobday, and other prints, such as the extraordinary one based on a drawing by Drayton, who was a friend of Jenner's and engraved, it would seem, at the sitter's expense.$' Baron's Life does not discuss the portraits in any detail, but he says enough to indicate that sitting for portraits was part of the obligations of a man with a public reputation, that Jenner had marked preferences among the portraits and that portraits were topics of conversation and items of exchange. One absolutely central point comes over in Baron's account, and indeed it is perfectly clear from the pictures in question : the doubly close relationship between Northcote's portraits of Jenner and Reynolds's portrait of John Hunter. Northcote was a pupil of Reynolds, Jenner was a pupil of Hunter. The Reynolds spawned many prints, but the finest is generally agreed to be that of Sharpe (1788), who started to engrave one of the Northcote portraits as a companion piece, but died before it was finished. Hunter was a major figure in Jenner's life : He was Jenner's teacher, godfather to his son and a constant correspondent on matters medical and scientific. Hunter had died in 1793 and in the years after his death he became a great hero of English medicine. In evoking two mentors, Reynolds for himself and Hunter for his sitter, Northcote celebrated British achievements and evoked two lineages, in art and medicine respectively. One generation invokes and pays homage to the previous one.$( It seems to have been a feature of eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century science and medicine that immediate predecessors were highly valued. A gradual shift seems to have occurred in this respect. The ancients were still important, especially in the first two thirds of the eighteenth century, but gradually it became increasingly common to record modern antecedents. For example, John Coakley Lettsom, a medical do-gooder with a strong interest in history, including ancient history, used a silhouette of Jenner on the frontispiece of a book published in 1801, which is a form of elevation by association with contemporary achievement.$) Since Lettsom was an extremely active participant in the vaccination controversies, we have here a case of commemoration being integral to the events themselves, which are thereby given a lofty position that belies both their contemporaneous status and the involvement of interested parties.
A particularly good example of the point is the gold medal given to Jenner in 1801 by the medical officers of the British Navy. Here we return to the question of names, since on neither side of this medal was there a portrait of Jenner. Instead they used his name. One side simply records the name of the reigning monarch, the date and the name of the person in charge of naval administration at the time. It is decorated by an anchor. The other side, according to Baron, ' represents Apollo as the god of physic introducing a young seaman, recovered from the vaccine inoculation, to Britannia ; who, in return extends a civic crown, on which is written JENNER '.$* In this case the name ' Jenner ' was sufficiently eloquent to invoke the man. The medal was sent to Jenner accompanied by a letter from Dr Thomas Trotter, the author of a number of works on naval medicine. In Baron's estimation the whole episode reflected well on both men -elevation by association again. Trotter was writing on behalf of his fellow naval doctors, and like so many who praised Jenner and his achievements, he wanted its universal benefits to be acclaimed. It is therefore significant, I think, that he refers to the Navy as a ' department of public service ', since this simultaneously reinforces the public value of what Jenner had achieved, and implies that the Navy is a useful testing ground for medical innovation. Trotter's turn of phrase displays the universalism that has so often been a central part of celebrating scientific and medical achievements : ' May you be blessed with length of days to see your discoveries the means of abridging and preventing disease, pain, and deformity throughout the habitable globe '.%! There is little special in these words ; in one form or another such sentiments were commonplace in the celebration of scientific, medical and technological achievement. But they nonetheless bear in interesting ways on the themes of this address. We can observe the use of a traditional form of acknowledgement -the medal -and the deployment of classical motifs -Apollo and the crown. The inclusion of Britannia is equally significant. She was a common figure by this time, in prints, for example ; she obviously carries a sense of national pride, and serves to annex Jenner specifically to the nation's maritime achievements.%" So far, the references are to past and to present times. But Trotter's letter, like so much that was written about Jenner and vaccination, invokes the future too -not any old future but a better one produced by science. The entire human race, no matter where it resides, will benefit. There is a form of utopianism here ; to imagine that human skill, insight and ingenuity can eradicate a disease is to imagine an improved future, one produced not by providence but by a special group of people.
Conclusions
I have noted the development of graspable units, flexible cultural elements, for representing the achievements of science and medicine. These were the building blocks for the commemoration of science and frequently they were formed as an integral part of the scientific and medical practices they celebrated. I see these forms of representation as occurring in a number of registers. Some of these can only be fully read by peer groups and those who work most closely with them. Others address audiences with no specialist knowledge at all. I have suggested, furthermore, that there are special challenges to be met in representing the more abstract aspects of natural knowledge to general publics. It follows that areas of technology, where there are machines that can be made appealing in some way, are at a considerable advantage -as the displays at the Science Museum in London reveal. Tags are developed to act as cultural bridges. These frequently take visual form, and play upon the idea and\or name of selected individuals. In each case, the individual is molded so that their tag-functions work as effectively as possible, and the molding processes are historically contingent. In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the prime movers behind such processes were, at least initially, peer groups, coteries, followers and friends who worked in collaboration with other key groups. Two in particular assumed special importance. On the one hand we have artists, sculptors, print makers and so on, including entrepreneurs such as Wedgwood and Bentley, who produced series of medallions.%# On the other, we have writers, translators and publishers, editors of magazines, scientific journalists and so on, including men such as Henry, Lord Brougham, who acted as a classy male midwife for scientific values in nineteenth-century Britain.%$ Visual culture, material culture and print culture are, in fact, inseparable ; bridges could be built and tags deployed effectively because of the complex overlapping networks between the makers of culture and the makers of natural knowledge. These encouraged artists and sculptors to be sensitive to the social complexities that their scientific and medical sitters found themselves navigating.%% I could make these points too by invoking the notion of identification. Representations of practitioners elicit forms of identification in viewers and readers. The processes whereby this occurs are horrendously complex, and only minuscule amounts of direct evidence exist to help us unravel them. I have begun to wonder whether the interest in anniversaries is not best seen in this light. In the case of Jenner, there was the constant emphasis on his birthday. Birthdays, like dates of death and publication, are familiar, easy to identify with and, if I can put it this way, unitary. They take place on a particular day, which becomes a natural tag. We know perfectly well that in reality the processes of birth and death, just like those of publication, can be protracted, but by convention we take one aspect of them as the sole crucial moment. Clearly death is significant because it permits not only rituals but specific kinds of celebration that are only possible and appropriate when the person in question is no longer present. Historians have paid considerable attention to death and its memorialization in recent times. I simply want to reiterate the point that much careful cultivation of reputations went on during the lifetime of a limited number of key figures -prefigured commemoration if you like.
Yet the example of Jenner prompted me to think about birthdays in particular, beyond the obvious fact that they are already available during a lifetime. Perhaps I can speculate a little bit here about the attraction of birthdays as tags. Two features of them may be pertinent here : first, they are anticipatory (' many happy returns '), that is, they look forwards into the future ; second, they relate to the most powerful metaphor of origination that we have. I have been hinting both that utopian ideas about the efficacy of science and medicine gave their commemoration a futuristic cast and that those most enthusiastically celebrated were associated with the creation of an original idea. It is possible then that there was a rather good match, for example in Jenner's case, between his achievements and the idea of a birthday. I wish not to be misunderstood on this point : there was little inherent in the achievements that did this, it was how they were represented. Jenner's originality was not self-evident ; these claims had been carefully cultivated. It was precisely in the face of huge conflicts around vaccination as a technique and who was to take credit for it that Jenner was celebrated.
I have deliberately used the word remembrance to suggest a wide range of ways in which the past is evoked and their capacity to infuse one's being. I suspect that although weprofessional historians -know about this range, we generally package some parts of it rather carefully as heritage, public history or popular history. It would require another paper to work through the arguments about the role of specialized, professionalized, academic history in relation to these broader concerns. But the relationships between them, however unclear, need to be examined, not least because they are in constant interplay.%& I want to close on an open-ended note by referring to a piece of material culture, a portrait in fact, which evokes for me many of the issues I have mentioned. It is the statue of a famous ' scientist ', the naturalist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829), who has been dubbed ' the founder of evolution '. He was the subject of my doctoral thesis, submitted more than twenty years ago. One of the points that struck me most forcibly then was the varied and contradictory afterlives he enjoyed.%' He continued to be a living presence for many of those who worked on evolution in the twentieth century. The book that is generally seen as his magnum opus, the Philosophie zoologique, was published in 1809.
The statue in question stands in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, where Lamarck lived and worked most of his life, and where his papers and collections are still housed ; it commemorates the centenary of this major publication. The pose of the statue itself -a seated figure, head on hand -is eloquent, and it is in a recognizable tradition for depicting learned, thoughtful, introspective men. On the pedestal is a relief of Lamarck as an old man with one of his daughters : ' La PosteT riteT vous admirera, elle vous vengera, mon peZ re ', she declaims.%( Viewers are invited to identify with a blind, neglected old man, to bring into their minds his achievements, already a century old when the statue was erected, while at the same time imagining a future where they will be justly acknowledged. Lamarck's statue epitomizes for me the theme -remembrance of science past.
